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World:  

 From April 15th a fight between the para-military forces and army led by generals is raging violence in Sudan. 

Millions of Sudanese are caught in the crossfire, as the forces of the generals are battling ferociously with 

each other. 

Sudan is a resource-rich African country. But the people of Sudan are suffering due to a severe economic 

crises from rocketing inflation and burning hunger problem. Added to this misery and destruction now the 

people are caught in the cross fire of the raging battle between the generals of army and paramilitary forces. 

For 30 years Sudan was under the rule of Omar al-Bashir a former military officer. He ruled Sudan with an 

iron hand and indiscriminate violence. A mass uprising was erupted in 2019 and mass protests shook Sudan. 

It toppled Omar al-Bashir in April 2019 and people of Sudan hoped that they would get a chance to move 

towards a freer society with a representative and responsible administration. A transition government was 

formed. The Sudan Armed Forces (SAF), the regular army and the RSF (Rapid Support Forces) agreed to 

a time bound transition into civilian rule. 

General al-Burhan the SAF chief and Hamdan Dagalo the RSF chief teamed up to orchestrate a coup and 

expel the civilian leadership from the transition government. They agreed to share power. But they fell apart 

and started a power struggle among themselves which led to the present day fight among them, accusing 

each other as traitor. 

They reneged the aspirations of Sudan’s revolutionaries for a peaceful transition to a civilian rule and 

democracy. 

In the ongoing battle between the two generals, more than 512 people have been killed and 4193 wounded. 

According to UNICEF, Sudan already had one of the world’s highest rates of child malnutrition with critical 

care, which is disrupted for 50,000 children. 

Lives of 45 million people of Sudan are affected badly by the conflict between the two generals of armed 

forces and paramilitary forces. Widespread destruction is caused by the warfare. 

The question of control of the post-transition seems to be the differences emerged between the two generals 

that led to the present day fight which may transform into an all out-civil war. Now generals Burhan of SAF 

and Dagalo of RAF are treading the same course of decades of military rule that resulted in a lot of atrocities. 

There is no indication of any possible truce between the warring generals and no relief to the Sudanese 

people caught between the raging battle of the generals. 

International community shall intervene to end this fight between generals and save the people of Sudan 

caught between cross fires and the battles! 

 

People of Sudan Caught in between.  
the Raging Battle of Military Generals!  


